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Technology - based firm portfolio
Activa Proyectos Tech, S.L.
Wireless and sensor based technology focused on irrigated
agriculture and professional gardening industries. Saving water,
optimization of resources, productivity and sustainability
improvement. Everything operated from your Smartphone and PC
(IoT).
www.plantae.garden
Aeon-T CT, S.L.
Development of manufacturing technology that allows to make the
usage of carbon fiber profitable in automobile production.
www.aeon-t.com
Altum Sequencing S.L.
Altum´s developed and patented technology allows the detection of
cancer cells with an unprecedented accuracy. Therefore we can
discern patients with a high risk of relapse, and both help medical
oncologists to decide when and how to treat patients and provide
them a better understanding of the illness evolution.
www.altumsequencing.com
Aptent Soluciones, S.L.
Technology-based and socially responsible company whose aim is to
shape an accessible and barrier-free communication world. Its main
activity is providing services and communication solutions for
people with disabilities.
www.aptent.es
Anzen Aerospace Engineering, S.L.
We do safety y reliability analysis for systems, components and
equipment. Currently we are working for leading national and
international companies, in industries such as aerospace, defence
and autonomous vehicles.
www.anzenengineering.com
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Axter Aerospace, S.L.
Technology applied to hybrid and electric propulsión for aeronautics
and aviation. Power electronics, intelligent charge controllers,
energy regeneration and storage systems.
www.axteraerospace.com
Bitergium, S.L.L
Helps companies and organizations working on Open Source and
Inner Source Software to manage and understand software
development processes, their communities and their key
perfomance factors.
www.bitergia.com
Capital Certainty, S.L.
Intelligent systems, information search and management, elearning, e-government, global optimization in renewable energies
and automated consulting.
www.capitalcertainty.es
Canard Drones, S.L.
Fast calibration of NavAids by using automated, unmanned UAVs
(drones) that perform accurate flight inspections.
www.canarddrones.com
Crowd Centaurs S.L.
We offer technology to optimize your content and return your
investment in it, adding value to each link in the chain: from the
search for trends, content creation, distribution and monetization,
to analysis.
www.crowdcentaurs.com/
Cedrion CTI, S.L.
Design, development and manufacture of ionic wind devices, with 2
main applications: virus and bacteria inactivation through cold
plasma for Food and Health companies; and aerospace electronic
devices refrigeration.
www.cedrion.com
Cyclomed Technologies S.L.
We mark molecules with Carbon-11 to improve PET image diagnosis
and to do biological traceability studies of new drugs.
http://cyclomed.tech/
Digital Anatomics S.L.
Automatic generation, by the surgeon or dentist themselves, within
minutes, of 3D virtual biomodels from TAC 2D images, which
support surgical planning.
https://digitalanatomics.com/
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Drone Hopper, S.L.
High payload capacity drones designed to act in aerial extinction of
wildfires and pest control in crops.
www.drone-hopper.com
Enthec Solutions, S.L.
Design and development of cybersecurity solutions to monitor data
breaches which may be exposed to the network and are a risk at the
cybersecurity level (attacks against their systems and
infrastructures) and at the reputational level (attacks against their
customers and employees).
https://enthec.com/
Evidence-Based Behavior, S.L.Integrated consulting solution for the
functional evaluation of psychiatric patients with benefits for health
professionals, for patient and caregivers.
www.eb2.tech
Gas and Go Global Service, S.L.
Consulting services, engineering and building of CNG/LNG fueling
stations as well as natural gas vehicle retrofitting and NVG
applications.
www.gasngo.es
Global Incubator, S.L.
Design, virtualization and acceleration of open innovation
ecosystems. Offers technology to institutions through a
personalized, white-label SaaS web platform.
www.globalincubator.com
Global Incubator, S.L
Solutions that boost the development of Human Capital. Knowledge
exchange, peer-to-peer learning systems, private spaces to manage
and monitor personal progress, control dashboards and reporting
tools.
www.innervirtuoso.com
Heatconv, S.L.
Design and manufacture of small electronic devices that recover
electricity from the heat generated by any electronic or mechanical
element that cool a certain component, improving its performance
and increasing its useful life.
www.heatconv.com
Ienai SPACE, S.C.
ienai SPACE develops electric propulsion modules for small
satellites, completely scalable and adaptable to each client's needs.
Additionally, they offer support and consulting services related to
the platform architecture and the mission analysis
https://ienai.space/
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Inrobics Social Robotics, S.L.L.
Inrobics offers a disruptive rehabilitation service for the clinical and
home setting through a certified digital health platform, based on
social robotics and artificial intelligence, for patients with limitations
in their motor, cognitive and social skills, and users who wish to
maintain a optimal performance in their daily activities.
https://inrobics.com/
ionIDE Telematics, S.L.
Development of entertainment platforms for the hospital setting
which provide video streaming, fixed and mobile communications,
video telephony, internet and medical applications.
www.ionide.es
Ketter Batteries S.L.
Design, development, production and commercialization of electric
accumulation systems using new generation batteries.
https://www.ketterbatteries.com/
Laboratorio Hipermedia, S.L.
LabHipermedia is a technological innovation company that offers an
integrated solution in sports training and management.
www.labhipermedia.com
Luz WaveLabs, S.L.
Development and manufacturing of products and solutions in the
THz and photonic range.
www.luzwavelabs.com
Madrid Space, SL.
The company is an engineering company that offers high quality
solutions, in particular, in the field of thermal engineering.
www.madridspace.eu
Polar Developments, SL.
Development of highly competitive portable and deployable
photovoltaic power generators, and of a UVC-LED disinfection
system for surface and interior disinfection applications, available as
a stand-alone automatic guiding system or as a fixed lamp.
www.polardv.es
Power Smart Control, S.L.
Design, development and distribution of specialized software.
Engineering services related to software, equipment and electronic
systems used for control, conversion and conditioning of electric
energy
www.powersmartcontrol.com
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Global Incubator,S.L.
Platform designed for social entrepreneurs which together with
local experts and investors design a local innovation ecosystem.
http://eu.pullapproach.com/
Sensia Solutions, S.L.
Optimization of Infrared technology to give ad-hoc solutions to
problems that standard thermography is not able to solve.
www.sensia-solutions.com
Teatro Accesible.
Promoted by Aptent Soluciones S.L., Teatro Accesible is an
innovative project that promotes accessibility to communication in
the performing arts.
www.teatroaccesible.com
Superhero Bots S.L.
At Superhero Bots we multiply human productivity by using bots
and intelligent systems.
www.capitalcertainty.es
Unmanned Technical Works,S.L.
Engineering services specialized in civil engineering, industrial
inspections and precision agriculture using UAVs. Development and
integration of new technologies in UAVs.
www.utw.es
Unusuals, S.L.
Unusuals is a computer vision company specialized in the analysis of
linear infrastructures, through the automatic analysis of videos, as
well as 3D point clouds.
https://unusuals.ai/
Wason Digital, S.L.
SocialCommerce Contextual Platform based on Artificial
Intelligence. Develop technology that allows you to obtain relevant
data on the market/ social networks/ marketplaces/ metaverses,
which can be applied to your business in order to boost sales of
products, both physical and digital, and/or services.
www.twinny.es
Wisdom Technology, S.L.
Core technology to define, virtualize
entrepreneurship, innovation and knowledge.
www.capitalcertainty.es
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Contact: cebt@uc3m.es
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